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(7-1-1)	ll/ll = sup II/WII
feA
is a worm, as can be trivially verified. If F has finite dimension, and
is a basis for F. such that ||a;|| = 1, any mapping of A into F can be written
in one and only one way
(7.1.1.1)	t -*
and / is bounded if and only if the scalar mappings /£ (1 ^ / < n) are
bounded. Moreover the norm of the mapping f->/)(fX- is ||/,|| • \\at\\ = \\ft\\
(the norm of ft being taken in #R(A), resp. #C(A)). From (5.9.1), (5.4.2),
and (5.5.1) it follows that there is a constant c such that for each JeA,
I/>(OI < c - ||/(f)||, hence ||/;|| ^ c • ||/||. Let Lf be the subspace of #F(A)
consisting of all bounded mappings of the form t -»/(0# / (/ scalar). Then,
using again (5.4.2) and (5.5.1), the preceding remarks prove that
(7.1 .2)   // F has finite dimension, then ^F(A) is the topological direct sum
of the Li9 each of which is isometric to ^R(A) (resp.
In particular, if we consider the real normed vector space underlying
, we see that it is the topological direct sum #R(A) + /#R(A).
(7.1.3)    7/F is a Banach space, JtF(A) is a Banach space.
Let (/„) be a Cauchy sequence in ^F(A); this means that for any s > 0
there is n0 such that \\fm — /J| < e for m^n0, n^n0. From (7.1.1) it
follows that for any r e A we have \\fm(t) —fn(t)\\ < £ for ra ^ tio , « ^ //0 ,
hence, as F is complete, the sequence (/„(*)) converges to an element #(0 e F.
Furthermore we have, by the principle of extension of inequalities,
\\fm(t) — g(t)\\ < £ for any t e A and all m ^ «0 . From this we first deduce
that ||#(OII ^ ll/wll +e ^or a" ^eA, hence ^ is bounded. Moreover we
have \\fm — g\\ ^ e for all m ^ n0 , and this means the sequence (/„) converges
to g in the space
In general, if (fn) is a sequence of mappings of A into a metric space F,
we say that the sequence (/„) converges simply in A to a mapping g of A
into F if, for each £eA, the sequence (/w(0) converges in F to g(t); we
say that (/„) converges uniformly in A to g if the sequence of numbers
(sup d(fn(t), g(f)}\ tends to 0. It is clear that uniform convergence implies
tsA
simple convergence; the converse is not true. If F is a normed space, con-
vergence of a sequence of elements of #F(A) therefore means, by definition,

